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Abstract

Extracting traffic information from images plays an important role in Internet of
Vehicle (IoV). However, due to the high-speed movement and bumpiness of the
vehicle, motion blur will occur in image acquisition. In addition, in rainy days,
because the rain is attached to the lens, the target will be blocked by rain, and
the image will be distorted. These problems have caused great obstacles for
extracting key information from transportation images, which will affect the
real-time judgment of vehicle control system on road conditions, and further
cause decision-making errors of the system and even cause traffic accidents. In
this paper, we propose a motion blurred restoration and rain removal algorithm
for IoV based on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) and transfer learning.
Dynamic scene deblurring and image de-raining are both among the challenging
classical tasks in low-level vision tasks. For both tasks, firstly, instead of using
ReLU in a conventional residual block, we designed a residual block containing
three 256-channel convolutional layers, and we used the Leakly-ReLU activation
function. Secondly, we used generative adversarial networks for the image
deblurring task with our Resblock, as well as the image de-raining task. Thirdly,
experimental results on the synthetic blur dataset GOPRO and the real blur
dataset RealBlur confirm the effectiveness of our model for image deblurring.
Finally, we can use the pre-trained model for the transfer learning-based image
de-raining task and show good results on several datasets.

Keywords: Internet of Vehicle; Image deblurring; Image de-raining; Generative
Adversarial Network; Transfer learning

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of automobile industry and the increasing number of

vehicles, traffic safety and management problems have become increasingly promi-

nent. In order to improve the efficiency of road traffic, ensure the safety of drivers

and vehicles, and realize smart city and smart traffic, the interconnection between

vehicles has become one of the key technologies. Therefore, the Internet of Vehi-

cle (IoV) technology has been proposed by researchers. In the IoV technology, the

information of vehicles, roads and personnel can be collected by sensors such as

radar and camera, which can realize real-time monitoring of road traffic condition-

s, detect vehicle and pedestrian information, and use communication technology

to share information with other vehicles. As an important part of the Internet of

Things, IoV can use various communication technologies for data interconnection

[1, 2]. Finally, the connection of vehicle-road, vehicle-people and vehicle-vehicle is
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established to ensure the safety of people and vehicles and the healthy operation

of traffic. Among all the data acquisition technologies, computer vision technology

has advantages over other technologies in terms of cost, interactivity and security,

which has attracted the attention of researchers. Visual-based traffic information

extraction has become one of the indispensable capabilities of vehicles. Vision-based

information perception capabilities, such as pedestrian and vehicle detection, recog-

nition and instance segmentation, require accurate feature learning of urban street

scene images.

Transportation images contain a lot of important information, such as the number

of vehicles and pedestrians, vehicle license plate number, traffic signs, etc. These

information is of great significance for traffic monitoring and automatic driving.

Since the communication rate of the Internet of Things is limited by various con-

ditions, the key information in the image must be extracted to reduce the amount

of data transmitted[3, 4, 5]. Due to the high-speed motion of the vehicle, the rela-

tive motion between the camera and the object is very large in the short exposure

time, and the turbulence of the vehicle causes the camera to vibrate, resulting in

blurred motion in the image captured by the camera. Therefore, it is very difficult

to extract information from the blurred image. In addition, the vehicle is usually lo-

cated outside, in rainy weather, the camera will be blocked by rain, which seriously

reduces the visual quality of the image and blocks the background objects. These

visibility degradations have a negative impact on image feature learning, resulting

in the failure of many computer vision systems. These make removing undesirable

visual effects from images caused by movement and rain a very desirable technique.

In order to improve the quality of transportation images by image deblurring and

de-raining technologies, researchers proposed a variety of algorithms. The previous

image deblurring algorithms first estimated the blur kernel of the image from the

given image before deblurring. Secondly, assuming that the image has a certain blur

feature, and the image prior information is used in the process of image deblurring.

Finally, the image deblurring is realized and the clear image is obtained. In recent

years, deep learning algorithms represented by Convolutional Neural Network (CN-

N) have been heavily applied to the field of image blind deblurring. Compared with

earlier blind deblurring algorithms based on image prior, deep learning algorithms

can achieve better results than them. For example, Xu et al. [6] introduced a novel,

separable structure of convolutional structure for deconvolution and achieved good

deblurring results, and Su et al. [7] used CNN for end-to-end training to achieve

video deblurring using frame-to-frame information in video. Similarly, due to the

rapid development of deep learning algorithm, especially the excellent performance

of convolutional neural networks, numerous methods based on deep learning have

emerged in the field of image de-raining. The aim of these methods is to learn and

obtain a mapping function between rain image and clear image, and thus solve the

problem of image de-raining based on this mapping function [8].

However, before the establishment of RealBlur data set [9], the training data set

used by image deblurring algorithm based on deep learning is synthetic data set,

such as GOPRO dataset [10]. This is because a single imaging device (such as a

camera or smartphone) cannot capture a blurred image while capturing a clear

image, but the model training of deep learning requires blurred-clear image pairs,

with blurred images as the input and clear images as the labels.
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In 2014, Goodfellow et al. [11] proposed Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN).

GAN consists of two competing networks, one called generator and the other called

discriminator. The generator is responsible for receiving random noise input and

then synthesizing data samples. The synthetic data should be as real as possible in

order to ”fool” the discriminator. The discriminator is responsible for determining

whether the input data is a ”fake” sample synthesised by the generator or a real

sample, in order to distinguish them. The goal of a good generative countermeasure

network is to make the probability of the discriminator close to 0.5, that is, it is

impossible to judge whether the sample is generated by the generator.

Due to its powerful performance, GAN was soon applied to the field of image

deblurring. The generator in GAN is responsible for receiving and recovering the

blurred image, and generating a deblurring image similar to a clear image to deceive

the discriminator, and the discriminator receives the original clear image and the

generator’s deblurring image respectively and tries to distinguish them. GAN have

been applied within the field of image deblurring, such as DeblurGAN proposed

by Kupyn et al. [12], and conditional GAN and Content Loss Function (CLF) are

used in this algorithm to eliminate the blurring of motion images. Because the

synthetic blurred images obtained by a single neural network on blurred and clear

data cannot accurately simulate the blurring process of real scenes, two GANs were

used to deblur the motion blurred images, one GAN is used for image blur and the

other is used for image deblurring, and finally the real blur and deblurring process

is realized [13].

Transfer learning is to apply knowledge or patterns learned in a certain domain

or task to different but related fields or problems [14, 15]. With the help of original

domain data, transfer learning can reduce the dependence on target domain data.

For the two tasks of image deblurring and image de-raining, they have a lot of

similarity characteristics. Therefore, after using the blurred data set to train the

deep learning algorithm, with the help of the transfer learning algorithm, we can

save a lot of time, calculation and data, and achieve better learning effect in image

de-raining.

Inspired by the previous research results, the contributions of this paper are as

follows. Firstly, we design a residual block which contains three convolution layers

and 256 channels. and we use the Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (LReLU) activation

function to replace the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) in the traditional residual

block; Secondly, the proposed residual block is applied to GAN, and the GAN is used

to train the image deblurring task. Thirdly, the experimental results on synthetic

blur dataset GOPRO and real blur dataset RealBlur verify the effectiveness of our

model. Finally, the pre-trained model is used to implement the image de-raining

task based on transfer learning, which shows good results on multiple datasets.

2 Related Works
2.1 Image Blurring: synthetic and real

The blurring of images is caused by a number of factors, the process of which

can be expressed as follows.

IB = K ∗ IS +N (1)
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where IB and IS are blurry and sharp images, respectively.K is a known blur

kernel (non-blind deblurring) or an unknown blur kernel (blind deblurring) and N

is additive noise. And ∗ represents the convolution operation.

Alternatively, blurred images can be generated by frame-by-frame blurring. For

blurred spatially varying images, there is no camera response function (CRF) es-

timation technique[16], and the CRF can be approximated as a known CRF, as

shown in Equation 2.

g(IS[i]) = I
S′[i]

1
γ

(2)

In the above formula, γ is a parameter, it is generally considered to be equal to 2.2,

and the real clear image IS[i] can be obtained from the observed clear image IS′[i].

The blurred image of the simulation can then be obtained by the following equa-

tion.

IB ' g

(
1

M

M∑
t=1

IS[t]

)
(3)

where M is the number of sharp frames.

In the real world images are captured during continuous exposure, so a true blur

is the integration of multiple clear frames. This can be expressed as:

IB = g

(
1

T

∫ T

t=0

IS(t)dt

)
(4)

Before Jaesung Rim et al. proposed RealBlur, a real-world blur dataset that can

be used for deep learning, deep learning methods in the field of image deblurring

were mostly trained and tested on synthetic simulated blur datasets, where non-

professional image collection devices could only save blurred images and not the

corresponding clear images when taking blurred images. The RealBlur dataset is

the first publicly available real blur dataset that can be used for deep learning, using

multiple cameras and optical devices to capture both blurred and clear image pairs

using professional image collection devices. Figure 1 shows the examples of blurred

and clear images in RealBlur datasets.

Figure 1 Examples of images in RealBlur datasets
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2.2 Image deblurring

Image deblurring is the operation of recovering, or deblurring, a given blurred image

to obtain the corresponding ground truth image.

Non-blind deblurring refers to the deblurring of an image by a given known blur

kernel, while the blind deblurring problem refers to the estimation of the original

image X and the blur kernel Z from a given noisy image Y .

The blind deblurring process can be expressed as:

{X̂, Ẑ} = argmin‖Z ⊕X − Y ‖22 + φ(X) + θ(Z) (5)

where φ(X) and θ(Z) are the regularization terms and possible blur kernels of the

expected clear image, respectively.

Image deblurring technology can be divided into traditional optimization-based

methods and deep learning-based methods, especially the convolution neural net-

work. Of course, according to whether the blur kernel needs to be estimated, it can

also be divided into blind restoration without estimating the blur blur and non-blind

restoration with estimating the blur kernel. In the application scenario, non-blind

restoration is more widely used, and most of the traditional deblurring methods

require blur kernel, while most of the deblurring methods based on deep learning

do not need to estimate the blur kernel. Most traditional optimization-based de-

blurring methods guide the Maximum A-Posteriori Probability (MAP) process by

assuming a priori [17]. For example, Pan et al. [18] proposed a image deblurring

method using dark channel prior, Xu et al. [19] proposed a L0 gradient prior with

clear edge information, Kim et al. [20] proposed a priori method based on the total

variation-L1 model. Due to the rapid development of deep learning in recent years

and the strong performance of convolution neural network, which is widely used in

the field of computer vision, there are also a large number of methods using deep

learning and convolution neural network in the field of image deblurring, which

can be roughly divided into the methods of using convolution neural network to

estimate the blur kernel. For example, Sun et al. [21] used CNN to estimate the

probability distribution of the blur kernel. With the end-to-end deblurring method

without estimating the blur kernel, most of the deblurring methods using CNN do

not need to estimate the blur kernel, and directly realize the image deblurring pro-

cess, such as Gong et al.[22] proposed a fully convolutional neural network, which

can estimate the blur kernel at pixel level. Nah et al.[10] proposed a multi-scale

convolutional neural network, which can use the feature association between im-

ages of different sizes, such as 64×64, 128×128, 256×256, to achieve more refined

image deblurring. Tao et al.[23] also selected the multi-scale structure, and added

Long-Short Term Memory(LSTM) into it to propose a multi-scale recurrent neural

network. However, since the multi-scale convolutional neural network from coarse to

fine takes more time in deconvolution operation, Zhang et al.[24] proposed a multi-

slice structure, which cuts the input image into multiple slices, and at the same

time, multiple encoders and decoders can be arranged in multiple ways to achieve

better deblurring performance.The application of image deblurring in IoV, such as

filter-deblurGAN proposed by Zhou et al.[25], filter-deblurGAN can judge whether

the image is blurred, and can be directly applied to the vehicle logo detection (
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VLD ) task. With the vehicle logo detection method, the motion blurred vehicle

logo image can be directly detected.

2.3 GAN

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) is a deep learning model, which is one of

the most promising unsupervised learning methods on complex distribution in re-

cent years. In the early generative adversarial network, generator and discriminator

are not required to be neural networks, and only the corresponding generative and

adversarial functions are required.

Generatorz

Random noise

X'

Synthetic data

X

Real data

Or Discriminator

Real data ? 

Synthetic data ?

Figure 2 Structure of GAN

As shown in figure 2, GAN contains two competing networks generator and dis-

criminator. The idea of confrontation in GAN can be traced back to Nash equilibri-

um of game theory. The two sides of confrontation are generator and discriminator.

The generator is responsible for generating samples as close as possible to the tar-

get image and cheating the discriminator, while the discriminator is responsible for

distinguishing the generated image from the samples generated by the generator.

The objective function of the confrontation can be described as follows:

min
G

max
D

V (D,G) = Ex∼Pdata(x) [logD(x)] + Ez∼Pz(x) [log(1−D(G(z)))] (6)

x indicates that the real sample comes from the real data distribution Pdata(x),

Ex∼Pdata(x) is the expectation of inputting clear images.D(·) represents the output

of D, G(·) represents the output of G.

Since its invention, GAN has been the focus of research in the field of deep learn-

ing, and there are various variants, such as WGAN[26], which improves GAN in

terms of loss function, proposes the wassertein distance loss function and weight

clipping measures, further improving the performance of GAN; WGAN-GP[27],

which improves on WGAN, proposes the weight penalty (Weight) measures, effec-

tively preventing the gradient disappearance, gradient explosion and the difficulty

of weight restriction that may occur in WGAN, etc.

2.4 Image deraining

In simple and broad terms, the band rain image model can be modelled as:

Y = X +W (7)
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where Y represents the rain-bearing image, X represents the original clear image,

and W represents rain-streak component. Thus, the goal of a single image de-raining

task is to recover the original clear image X from a given rain-bearing image Y .

Similar to image deblurring, which is also a low-level vision task, earlier image

de-raining methods also used image priors to solve it. For example, sparse coding-

based methods[28], GMM-based (Gaussian Mixture Model)[29] based methods and

patchrank prior methods[30]. Applications of single image de-raining in IoV, such as

Sun et al.[31], proposed a convolution neural network with rainy images as input,

which can directly recover clear images in the case of atmospheric veiling effects

caused by distant rain streak accumulation.

3 Methods
3.1 The proposed Resblocks

The residual block[32] consists of two weight layers, including a ReLU activation

function in the middle, then a skip block, and then a ReLU activation function.

The jump junction block can realize the cross layer propagation of gradient, which

is helpful to overcome the gradient attenuation phenomenon. By adding residual

blocks, the problem of gradient vanishing and gradient exploding can be solved

with deepening network structure.

Figure 3 Structure of some resblocks

Our residual block in this paper consists of three convolutional layers, each with

256 channels, two Leakly-ReLU activation functions are used, which allows for faster

convergence, and a Dropout layer with probability 0.5 is added between the first

and second convolutional layers, which helps prevent overfitting of the model while

speeding up model training. Finally there is a jump connection module which helps

to solve the gradient disappearance problem as well as the gradient explosion prob-

lem. Also, since BN layers have been shown to increase computational complexity

and degrade performance [10, 13], the discriminator in this paper removes the Batch
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Normalization (BN) layer, while most of the studies in this research area that use

deep learning for deblurring use small batches for training, such as Nah et al. [10]

with a training batch of 2 and Kupyn et al. [12] proposed DeblurGAN, with a train-

ing batch of 1, and Zhang et al. [13] proposed realistic blur-based deblurring with

a batch of 4. The use of small batches for training is not suitable for using batch

normalisation layers. The structure of original residual block [32], residual block in

[10], and our residual block is shown in figure 3. All the channel of conv layers in

the resblock is 256.

3.2 Loss function

In this paper, we use the Wassertein distance from WGAN [26] as the loss func-

tion of the discriminator, which is defined as follows.

W (Pdata, Pg) = inf
γ∼

∏
(Pdata,Pg)

E(x,y)∼γ [‖|x− y|] inf (8)

In Equation (8), x and y denote real samples and generated samples respectively,∏
(Pdata, Pg) is the set of joint distribution of Pdata and Pg, (x, y) ∼ γ denotes the

samples in it, inf denotes the distance expectation of the sampled real samples and

generated samples, that is, E(x,y)∼γ [‖|x− y|] takes the lower limit.

Meanwhile, this paper uses Perceptual loss [33] as the loss function of the genera-

tor. Perceptual loss is an L2 loss based on the difference between the CNN feature

maps of the generated and target images. Unlike the normal L2 loss, the content

loss is defined by the output features of one layer of the pre-trained network.

Lx =
1

Wi,jHi,j

Wi,j∑
x=1

Hi,j∑
y=1

(Φi,j(I
S)x,y − Φi,j(GθG(IB))x,y)2 (9)

where Φi,j represents the feature map extracted by pre-training the convolutional

neural network, the pre-trained model used in this paper is VGG19.Hi,j andWi,j

represents the size of the feature map.

3.3 Network structure

3.3.1 Structure of generator

Figure 4 Structure of generator

The network structure is shown in the figure 4. The first part in figure 4 is a

convolution layer with convolution core size of 7×7, and the output results are input

into two convolution blocks with step length of 2, and six improved residual blocks
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are located at the third layer, then the system connects two transposed convolution

blocks with convolution core size of 3×3 with step length of 2. The next layer is a

7×7 convolution layer with a tanh activation function as the activation function. In

addition to this layer, the generator’s activation functions are all ReLU activation

functions. Finally, there is a jump connection block, and the filling method of all

the convolution layers is the same.

3.3.2 Structure of discriminator

PatchGAN [34] is a Markovian discriminator proposed by Phillip Isola et al. that

can efficiently model images as Markov random fields. the PatchGAN discriminator

attempts to classify each N×N block in an image and uses this to determine whether

it is a generator-generated fake sample or a real sample, averaging all the eigenvalues

of the final layer output to PatchGAN extends the perceptual field of the bottom

convolutional layer to 70×70 by superimposing five convolutional layers. Inspired

by the PatchGAN discriminator, the discriminator structure used in this paper is

similar with it, but we add two dense layers at the bottom of it. The structure of

discriminator is shown in table 1.

Table 1 Structure of discriminator

# Layer Size of feature map Stride Parameters Receptive field
1 Input 256×256×3 - - -
2 Conv 128×128×64 2 3136 142
3 Conv 64×64×64 2 65600 70
4 Conv 32×32×128 2 131200 34
5 Conv 16×16×256 2 524544 16
6 Conv 16×16×512 1 2097644 7
7 Conv 16×16×1 1 8193 4
8 Dense - - 263168 -
9 Dense - - 1025 -

4 Results and discussion
4.1 Train details

Although GAN has good generative models, the training of the model is not stable

enough, resulting in difficulty in convergence and mode collapse. To address these

drawbacks, WGAN uses weight pruning to achieve constraints on the discrimina-

tor, thus solving the above problems of generative adversarial networks, but it is

not completely solved, for example, it is still difficult to converge sometimes. Lat-

er, WGAN-GP, which uses a gradient penalty to achieve better performance and

further solve the problems of GAN. In contrast to the above mentioned methods

of improving GAN’s shortcomings, we found that we can also solve the shortcom-

ings of GAN to some extent by a small trick, which we call the gradient training

strategy. Specifically, after a certain stage of training, the trained weights of the

generator are saved and training is stopped, but the weights of the discriminator

are not saved, and then training is restarted and the generator is loaded with the

previously trained weights, while the discriminator is trained again. We use an in-

cremental training strategy throughout the training process, and our experiments

show that this training technique can address the shortcomings of the GAN to a

certain extent without making changes to the network internals during the training

process.
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The simulation experiments in this paper were conducted on a server configured

with an Nvidia Tesla-P100 using the TensorFlow2 framework with the Adam opti-

mizer, with the initial learning rate set to 10−4. After several iterations of training,

the final learning rate decreased linearly to 10−7. During training, images are ran-

domly flipped horizontally and vertically to improve the generalization capability

and robustness of the model, while at the same time random Gaussian noise is

added to the images during the training process.

Due to the input requirements of the network structure in this paper, the images

in the training dataset need to be cropped to a size of 256×256. The generator is

a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN), which can be applied to images of arbitrary

size.

4.2 Deblurring on GOPRO Datasets

GOPRO dataset is one of the most common datasets for image deblurring research.

GOPRO4 camera is used to shoot the video with 240 frames per second, and then

generate blur images to restore real motion blur. We used 2103 pictures as the

training set to train the model, and the remaining 1110 pictures as the test set to

test the training effect of the model. The comparison of deblurred images obtained

by the proposed method and other methods is displayed in figure 5 and 6, and the

Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) of different

algorithms are shown in Table 2. Through the simulation results in Figure 5 and

Figure 6, it can be seen that the results obtained by using the proposed algorithm

for blurred image restoration are more clear, and the data of PSNR and SSIM also

confirm our simulation results. The PSNR of the proposed algorithm reaches 29.19,

and the SSIM reaches 0.883.

Figure 5 Results on the GOPRO test dataset. From left to right: blurred, result in [12], our
deblurred, sharp photo

Table 2 Performance comparison on the GOPRO dataset

Method Xu[6] Kim [35] Sun[21] Gong[22] DeblurGAN[12] Ours
PSNR 21.00 23.64 24.64 26.40 28.70 29.19
SSIM 0.741 0.824 0.843 0.863 0.858 0.883
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Figure 6 Results on the GOPRO test dataset. From left to right: blurred, our deblurred, sharp
photo, all green small areas in the pictures in the above different scenes are randomly selected

4.3 Deblurring on RealBlur Datasets

The RealBlur dataset, the first large blurred clear image pair dataset that can be

used as a deep learning training dataset, was created by two cameras in a single

photoreceptor. The real blur dataset consists of two parts. One part is RealBlur-J,

which is a pair of JPEG images formed after camera shooting; the other part is
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RealBlur-R, which is the untransformed image pair captured by the camera. Some

examples of the deblurring results trained and tested on the RealBlur dataset are

shown in Figures 7 and 8, which show that our model can also achieve good deblur-

ring results on the RealBlur dataset. The PSNR and SSIM results are displayed

in Table 3, compared with other algorithms, the proposed algorithm has the best

PSNR and SSIM results.

Figure 7 Results on the RealBlur-J test dataset. From left to right: blurred, Our deblurred, sharp
photo

Table 3 Performance comparison on the RealBlur dataset

Method RealBlur-J RealBlur-R
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Hu[36] 26.41 0.803 33.67 0.916
Nah[10] 27.87 0.827 32.51 0.841
DeblurGAN[12] 27.97 0.834 33.79 0.903
Pan[18] 27.22 0.790 34.01 0.916
Ours 27.73 0.833 34.32 0.911
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Figure 8 Results on the RealBlur-R test dataset. From left to right: blurred, Our deblurred, sharp
photo

4.4 Image de-raining based on transfer learning

In order to validate the transfer learning-based image de-raining capability of our

proposed model, we trained and tested it on the following datasets: Rain800[37],

Rain100H[38], Rain-100L[38]. All the above datasets are synthetic image de-raining

datasets used for deep learning. On a test set of the Rain800 dataset, we used

transfer learning to train on the Rain800 training set using a model that had been

previously trained for image deblurring. On the Rain100H dataset, the transfer

learning-based image deblurring model just trained on the Rain800 training set was

used, and the same on the Rain100L dataset.

The de-raining results obtained by our method and other methods are illustrated

in Figure 9 and Figure 10, and the data of PSNR and SSIM of different methods are

exhibited in Table 4. It is worth noting that the training set in reference [39] consists

of 11,200 image pairs, which will cost huge time and computational resources for

model training. In comparison, the datasets in reference [37] and reference [38] only
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contain 700 and 1,800 image pairs respectively. Based on the deblurring model, the

transfer learning method is used to train the trained model in dataset [37], and the

image deblurring model can be quickly applied to the de-raining task. The simulated

results shown in Table 4, except our method, all the other methods were trained

on dataset[37], dataset [38] and dataset [39]. Although our algorithm is not trained

on the largest dataset [39], it still achieves the best de-raining effect, which helps

us save more than 80% of the training time and resources. The test set of dataset

[38] is divided into two parts: Rain100H and Rain100L. However, the proposed

model trained only on the dataset [37] can achieve PSNR 18.30 and SSIM 0.476 on

Rain100H and SSIM 0.865 and PSNR 26.21 on Rain100L.

Figure 9 De-raining results on the Rain800 dataset. From left to right: rained, Our de-raining,
no-rain photo

5 Conclusions
In IoV, transportation image is one of the important data sources. In order to

extract traffic information from motion blurred images and rain images, the image

deblurring method and the image de-raining method based on deep learning and
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Figure 10 De-raining results on the Rain100H and Rain100L test dataset. Part a of the image
above is the image with rain and the de-raining effect, and part b is the corresponding image
without rain. the upper part of part a is the image with rain and the lower part is the
corresponding de-raining effect.

Table 4 De-raining performance comparison on the servel datasets.

Method Rain800 Rain100L Rain100H
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

DerainNet[40] 22.77 0.810 27.03 0.884 14.92 0.592
SEMI[41] 23.64 0.788 25.03 0.842 16.56 0.486
DIDMDN[8] 22.56 0.818 25.23 0.471 17.35 0.524
Ours 25.50 0.825 29.91 0.934 21.99 0.787

transfer learning are studied in this paper, and a motion deblurring algorithm based

on deep residual generation adversarial network with our own designed resblock is

proposed to achieve higher accuracy in the image deblurring task. After the model

training, in order to reduce the training workload of the image rain removal model,

the trained model is applied to the image de-raining task by transfer learning, and

satisfactory results are also achieved. We tested the proposed method on multiple
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public datasets, and the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method

leads to significantly improvements on image deblurring and image de-raining.
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